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The picture I decided to draw is the Man and the boy sitting at a table. With a Coca-cola bottle
sitting right in the middle of the table. I decided to draw this picture because of the simple fact
that the book is based on a society where everyone is gone and few people are alive. The two
main characters are the man and the boy. They are basically the only ones alive. The author
decided to name them the boy and the man for a reason when in reality it's a son and a father.
While they were one of the only ones alive they were going through the road, they were heading
south to get warm and to find any type of living thing and food. That's why I have them sitting at
a dinner table because it would mean so much to them just to be sitting and eating a dinner
plate of their favorite food. Now the Coca-cola bottle represents more than just a soda bottle.
The bottle represents the boy's favorite type of soda and in the book, there is so little that even
one coke bottle symbolizes so much. In the book, the boy and the man are so grateful for it
which shows how little there is in the society they are trying to survive in. Not many things in the
book say what's important and what's not. The important thing is when they do mention any sign
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of food or life itself. The author seems to be very specific about the item or importance of certain
things. I also made them sit at a table looking at each other. I did this specifically because even
though it barely seems like the author wants like they barely have that author and son relatable
connections. So sitting with each other and looking at each other I kind of made sure that they
will always be eating together and having each other back of course. It's of course just going to
be the Dad and son together every time. No friends, No family members just those two of
course since all of them died. Yes they could obviously make some more friends but in this
world but trust is always going to be the issue. So until then its going to be just the dad and the
son eating or sharing everything they get.  When travling through the south it seem like the dad
was like going to give up. The boy was like only reason why he was still going. The dad toldhim
if he dies, then the dad dies right after him. He feels like the boy is special, not only because its
his son but he seems like he knows the son has something special in him. The reason why they
are alive and the reason why they are going to be alive. The dad and the son are going to try to
do anything to survive and make it out alive as long as they can.


